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SHAREMonterey CA - February 2014
Evans hits ground running as Boston police commissioner
William Evans has April 21 circled on his
 calendar.
The newly named Commissioner of the
 Boston Police Department has no shortage
 of priorities as he takes the reins of the
 nation’s 20th largest law enforcement
 agency, but ensuring no repeat of the 2013
 bombings that killed two and brought
 national media focus is among the top.
"The marathon will get international attention.
 We have to be extra diligent this year in our
 planning and execution," said Evans, a 2013
 alumnus of the Center for Homeland
 Defense and Security Executive Leaders
 Program (ELP).
Evans was named Commissioner in January
 by new Boston Mayor Martin Walsh after a
 33-year career with the department that saw
 him rise from a member of the cadet
 program while in college to the agency’s top
 slot. He augmented his years of experience with the ELP, a course that has proved advantageous.
"When you go through the ELP it makes you a more confident leader because you are associating with leaders in their fields who
 have similar issues," he said. "The ELP makes you more aware of the threats out there, foreign and domestic. You also learn
 concepts of leadership and different professional cultures."
Among the goals of the course is fostering inter-agency collaboration, and that was invaluable on the day of the bombings. The
 BPD worked with 130 local, state and federal agencies during the response.
"We had great relationships ahead of time; that was key," Evans said. "That multi-agency collaboration is why we were able to
 respond the way we did."
Those relationships were partially forged through numerous disaster plan training exercises among agencies in the region. The
 Boston Police Department had participated in Urban Shield for the five previous years in an exercise that included traditional first
 responders as well as hospitals, something that paid off the day of the bombings.
Another life-saving and old-school lesson came from the battlefields of Iraq and Afghanistan – tourniquets quickly applied to the
 more than 170 wounded at the scene of the incident likely saved lives.
"Based on the experience in Iraq and Afghanistan the use of tourniquets were shown in battle to save lives and now we have
 seen first-hand how important they were in the bombing aftermath," Evans observed.
While this year’s marathon will draw media scrutiny, the bulk of the job comes in the form of making daily life safer for Bostonians.
 Evans’ goals as commissioner include expanding diversity of the sworn force, driving down major crimes and reducing gun
 violence in the city.
"I think reducing gun violence and the number of guns on the street is a major challenge," he said. "That will continue to be a
 major goal."
The department seized about 660 guns during 2013 and 45 during the first month of 2014 alone. Continuing that effort hinges on
 another of Evans’ priorities – maintaining the department’s long-running Community Oriented Policing program.
"We’ve been working with clergy in the neighborhoods and are also focusing on gun violence and the individuals who are driving
 it," Evans said.
In pursuing those goals Evans wants the department to utilize the potential of social media, a tool that proved its investigative
 worth during the bombing’s aftermath. The BPD and other agencies employed Facebook and Twitter to release and receive
 information. Following the bombings, the department’s Twitter account followers increased from 54,000 to 304,000.
"We use it as an investigative tool as well as to protect officers and the public with warnings and public safety announcements,"
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Additionally, Evans said education was critical to his rising to the top job on the force. He is a 1982 graduate of Suffolk University
 and credits his academic study for his ability to score highly on promotional exams.
"Education has always been important and I like to take advantage of any course I can," he said. "One of the successes we had
 during marathon bombing was partnership and multi-agency collaboration. That is what is useful about ELP. The partnerships
 are invaluable when you have incidents like that. You know who you can reach out to and seek advice."
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